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A Military Theory for Destroying Clandestine Insurgent and Terrorist Organizations
(12,189 words)

Abstract

In 1961, French counterinsurgency theorist and practitioner Roger Trinquier wrote that
the “master concept” of “modern war”—wars between nation states and insurgents and
terrorists—is the destruction of the clandestine insurgent and terrorist organizations.
The theory presented in this work, the Simultaneous Attack/Persistent Pursuit (SAPP)
theory, achieves Trinquier’s master concept. It is a theory of war following the historical
pattern of military theories aimed at the destruction of the enemy forces through
maneuver and annihilation, but does so using an element of complexity theory called
“emergence.” The theory achieves decisive success by denying two key aspects of
insurgent and terrorist warfare—ambiguity and protractedness. It denies ambiguity by
applying overwhelming force simultaneously against all known or suspected elements of
the clandestine organization to shock the system and force the emergence or exposure
of formerly hidden elements. Persistent pursuit is then used to rapidly force the
continued emergence of the remaining elements until decisively destroyed to deny
protractedness.

A Military Theory for Destroying Clandestine Insurgent and Terrorist
Organizations
Western nation states have historically struggled to counter insurgent and
terrorist movements whose strategies rely on two key characteristics to achieve their
political goals— ambiguity and protractedness.1 Ambiguity is the intentional effort by the
insurgent and terrorist movements to deny the nation states the ability to decisively
detect, engage, and destroy the critical element of the movement—the clandestine
organization.2 Protractedness is the intentional extension of the conflict in time and
space by the insurgent and terrorist movements through ambiguity to asymmetrically
defeat the nation states through political, military, economic, and/or moral exhaustion.3
Insurgent and terrorist movements use these two characteristics to “postpone decisive
action, avoid defeat, sustain themselves, expand their support, and alter the power
balance in their favor.”4 Together, ambiguity and protractedness allow insurgent and
terrorist organizations to achieve their desired political outcomes or end states based on
their strategic logic of “winning by not losing.”5 Historically, nation states have accepted,
rather than challenged ambiguity and protractedness as natural elements of insurgent
and terrorist strategies.6
This paper posits that the clandestine organization within the insurgent and
terrorist movement is the critical component for long-term survival or protractedness,
and thus the greatest practitioner and benefactor of ambiguity. If all else fails, and the
overt forces are destroyed, the clandestine organization achieves the strategic logic of
winning by not losing.
In his 1961 book, Modern Warfare: A French View of Counterinsurgency, French
counterinsurgency theorist and practitioner Roger Trinquier wrote that the “master

concept” of “modern war”—wars between nation states and insurgents and terrorists—is
the destruction of the clandestine insurgent and terrorist organizations.7 Based on
Trinquier’s master concept, this study looks at the feasibility of the destruction of
clandestine insurgent and terrorist organization as the way for the nation states to deny
ambiguity to the clandestine organization, which inherently denies protractedness at the
same time. The goal of denying ambiguity to the clandestine insurgent and terrorist
organization is to expose the clandestine members to greater targetability and ultimately
destruction per Trinquier.8
This construct provides the opportunity for a decisive military theory applied by
the nation states against clandestine insurgent and terrorist organizations to overcome
ambiguity and protractedness in the shortest amount of time to achieve the desired
military end state or political objective of destruction.9 There are currently no
counterinsurgency or counterterrorism theories or strategies that attempt to specifically
deny the clandestine insurgent and terrorist organizations’ ambiguity and
protractedness as an overarching goal or objective.10
Based on the above, the theory presented in this work, the Simultaneous
Attack/Persistent Pursuit (SAPP) theory, achieves Trinquier’s master concept of
destruction of the clandestine organization through the denial of ambiguity, and
protractedness. SAPP is a theory of war following the historical patterns of military
theories aimed at the destruction of the enemy forces through maneuver and
annihilation, but does so using an element of complexity theory called “emergence.”11
The theory achieves decisive success by denying ambiguity and protractedness. It
denies ambiguity by applying overwhelming force simultaneously against all known or
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suspected elements of the clandestine organization to shock the system and force the
emergence or exposure of formerly hidden elements.12 Persistent pursuit is then used to
rapidly force the continued emergence of the remaining elements until decisively
destroyed to deny protractedness.
The SAPP theory is a universal theory for destroying clandestine insurgent and
terrorist organizations at the national, transnational, and/or global levels.13 This theory
is posited as a theory of war or a military theory because it centers on the use of “force
to compel our enemy to do our will.”14 For this theory, force is used to kill or capture all
members of the clandestine insurgent and terrorist organizations resulting in the
organizations’ decisive destruction.
The frame of reference for this theory is from the nation state or nation states’
perspective, facing national, transnational, and/or global clandestine insurgent or
terrorist organizations which threaten their national interests, either directly or indirectly.
For nation states confronting domestic clandestine insurgent and terrorist organizations,
the theory can be applied predominately as a law enforcement theory with
considerations for the nation states’ legal limitations.15
The theory can also be applied to clandestine insurgent and terrorist networks
regionally and globally in partnership with other nation states, with some nations
leveraging their domestic law enforcement and military capabilities internally, while
being supported by other nations through military support. The nation state's ability to
impart force at each level depends on its national will, capabilities, command and
control, sustainment, and strategic and operational mobility and maneuver. While most
nations states can operate at the national and transnational levels, very few have the
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ability operate globally. The United States is one of the few nation states this theory
envisions capable of not only executing global operations, but synchronizing them as
well. The United States can also execute unilateral operations transnationally, but
preferably the United States supports and enables partner nations conducting
transnational and national efforts. Recently published U.S. joint force and military
service future concepts align well with SAPP theory at all levels.16
The SAPP theory fits the description of military theory as described by two
strategic theorists Colin Gray and Milan Vego. Both Gray and Vego agree that sound
military theory explains how to conduct and win a war against a specific enemy—in the
case of the SAPP theory—clandestine insurgent and terrorist organizations.17 Vego
further delineates general and specific theories of war, where general theories apply to
“war as a whole,” while specific theories focus on a specified threat, military action,
domain of war, or art of war.18 Based on this description, the SAPP theory is a specific
theory, but also universal in that it applies to the full spectrum of clandestine insurgent
and terrorist networks at the national, transnational, and global levels.
Additionally, this theory strives to achieve Vego’s concept that, “Military theory
should develop a way of thinking rather than prescribe rules of war.”19 This theory
challenges conventional thinking, not only about the clandestine insurgent and terrorist
organizations, but their strategies, and long-held beliefs about the efficacy of population
and enemy-centric counterinsurgency and counterterrorism theories of the nation states
favored today. Finally, as noted above, this theory incorporates the other elements of
national power to achieve Vego’s concept that “sound military theory should encompass
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not only military but also nonmilitary aspects that affect preparations for and conduct of
war.”20
The SAPP theory as explained below takes into account Gray and Vego’s points,
and frames the theory using a narrative form of a theory development model which
frames the problem and provides the theoretical solution consisting of a hypothesis,
theory description, assumptions and premises, hypothesis testing, and a transition from
theory to practice. Key terms are defined throughout the narrative or in the end notes for
ease of reference, and the end notes also encompass expanded commentary on the
theory presented below.
Framing the Problem
The problem frame will explore the nuances of clandestine organizations, their
relations with the other organizational elements of an insurgent and terrorist
organization, and describe the inherent strengths and weaknesses of the organizational
form and function. Secondly, the problem frame discusses the nation state’s efforts to
counter insurgent and terrorist organizations from the perspective of the population and
enemy-centric theories.
Clandestine Organizations
Generally, insurgent and terrorist organizations have both overt and clandestine
elements. Clandestine elements, consisting of underground and auxiliary support
networks, are cloaked in ambiguity for survival through the application of clandestine
form via compartmentalization, and clandestine function through clandestine
tradecraft.21 The clandestine members operate ambiguously under constant pressure
and fear of death or capture in a cat and mouse game with the nation state’s military
forces and law enforcement.22 The overt elements consist of guerrilla units and/or
5

insurgent or terrorist armies. Paramilitary guerrilla units of varying sizes use hit-and-run
tactics but do not seek or want decisive engagements with the nation state’s military
forces. Insurgent and terrorist armies are large, conventionally organized and equipped.
They are capable of seizing and holding terrain and challenging with the nation states’
conventional forces directly. The clandestine and overt elements develop over time
depending on the human terrain—urban or rural, the security environment, and the size
and composition of the clandestine and overt elements required to achieve the political
goals of the movement.
The growth of the clandestine and overt forces follow Mao Tse-Tung’s three
phase construct for protracted war: strategic defensive, strategic stalemate, and
strategic counteroffensive.23 The strategic defensive includes organizing clandestinely,
growing both clandestine networks and overt units with purpose based on the threat of
detection and goals, conducting subversion and sabotage against the nation states, and
ultimately protecting the clandestine organization until the political goal is achieved. In
most cases, the clandestine organization remains on the strategic defensive as a
protective measure as the overt elements advance to other phases. Some movements,
especially clandestine terrorist organizations, may never transition out of this phase and
still achieve their objectives.
The strategic stalemate includes the growth and employment of guerrilla units,
who conduct guerrilla warfare to wear down the nation states. Finally, the strategic
counteroffensive consists of mobile warfare by insurgent and terrorist armies directly
challenging the nation state’s conventional military forces. Based on successes and
failures, the insurgent and terrorist organizations can transition between these phases. 24
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What does not change is that the clandestine organization is always present and
prepared to start over in the strategic defensive phase should the overt element be
defeated or destroyed. If the insurgency is pushed back or is limited to the strategic
defensive, the nation states could potentially deny ambiguity to and destroy the
remaining clandestine organization ending the movement.
Consequently, the insurgent and terrorist movements’ long-term survival and
political success are dependent on the clandestine organizations.25 Despite their
obvious importance, the clandestine organizations are largely misunderstood and
overlooked by the nation states.26 Instead the nation states orient on the overt forces of
the insurgent and terrorist organizations which are the most visible to threat nation
states’ populations, military, and government. Despite the visible and direct threat of the
overt forces, the members of the clandestine organization are the actual “puppet
masters” of the overall insurgent and terrorist organizations—the overt forces are simply
their “puppets.” Furthermore, the overt forces are not cloaked in ambiguity because they
are much easier to replace than the members of clandestine organizations. In the same
way, puppets are much easier to replace than the puppet masters.
Despite the clandestine organizations’ critical “puppet master” role in the overall
movement, the clandestine organization is the least understood component by the
nation states as noted above. The clandestine organizations are historically four or
more times the size of the overt elements—a scale that is critical to understand.27
Developing estimates of the size of insurgent and terrorist organizations are difficult and
tend to default to the size of the overt elements.28 The clandestine organizations are
generally organized as human networks with command, control, operations, information
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operations, logistics and finance, intelligence, counterintelligence, shadow government,
evasion, recruiting, and training networks.29 The human networks leverage clandestine
physical infrastructure to support their specific network efforts, such as secure
clandestine safe houses, meeting sites, bed-down locations, headquarters, logistic
hubs, caches, cover businesses, hospitals, etc. Due to the criticality of the
infrastructure, numerous locations of each type are established. Each additional location
increases the options and flexibility for the clandestine members if a site is interdicted
by the nation states. In many cases, the additional options allow the clandestine
members to make survivability moves every few hours to a few days to deny the nation
states the ability to pinpoint their location.30 The clandestine organizations protect both
the human networks and physical infrastructure using clandestine form and function.
Clandestine organizations use specialized organizational forms and functions to
conceal their human networks and physical infrastructure among the populations of their
operational environments.31 The clandestine organizational form is based on
compartmentalization of people and information to minimize damage due to
interdiction.32 Compartmentalization works like circuit breakers in electronic circuits.
When a network member or members are killed or captured, the breakers “close,”
cutting off all links from the interdicted individual to other members of the organization.33
This leaves the nation states with no trails to follow and no leads to pursue.34 While the
nation states reorient on the next individual, the members of the clandestine networks
use established procedures to reorganize around the loss, and reset the breakers. This
type of compartmentalization is very effective in protecting the organization from
individual strikes.35 However, if too many individuals are removed simultaneously the
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organization is unable to effectively reorganize without violating the general rules of
clandestine function or tradecraft.36
The clandestine functions enhance the form by focusing exclusively on
minimizing signatures, referred to as clandestine tradecraft.37 The art of minimizing
signatures of the members of the clandestine organization as they interact with others in
the organization, with the population, and when conducting operations against the
nation states is critical not only to the individual practitioners, but the clandestine
organization as a whole. Ambiguity is critical where exposure has life or death
consequences. Minimizing signatures is the key to clandestine organizations
maintaining ambiguity.38 The clandestine tradecraft practices of different members of the
organization are based largely on experience, training, and lessons learned from the
mistakes of others.39
At the lowest levels within the clandestine organizations, little to no training in
clandestine function or tradecraft is provided. This is due to the fact that at the edges of
the organization members fall into a gray area between overt and clandestine. At the
edge, clandestine members are conducting subversion, sabotage, or terrorist attacks
themselves, either singularly or as members of compartmented cells or groups of
individuals, directly against the nation states’ forces. These individuals are viewed more
as overt elements and easier to replace by the more senior leaders in the clandestine
organization, and thus receive minimal training. This benefits the clandestine
organization as a whole because due to their limited training, the members operating on
the edge of the organization are easily detectable by the nation states. Therefore, they
become “bright shiny objects” upon which the nation states’ forces focus their efforts on
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as force protection measures leaving the difficult-to-replace members of the clandestine
organization safe in their own ambiguity.40
However, there are inherent weaknesses in the clandestine form and function.
With regard to clandestine form, the compartmented structure provides protection from
interdiction, but it can only overcome a certain amount of interdiction operations
simultaneously or over a short period of time and maintain its structural integrity. This is
dependent on the size of the organization and how much redundancy or resilience is
built into the overall organization. The larger the organization, the more stress the
networks can accept. This type of loss is exactly why clandestine networks are
effective.41
This is especially true if the nation states are unable to impact the replacement or
recruitment process, in which case losses can be quickly replaced, denying the nation
states’ attrition strategies.42 It should be noted that some practitioners and theorists
believe decapitation strikes to kill or capture key leaders or facilitators provides sufficient
system shock.43 However, a large body of research shows this to be a false assumption,
and in reality, results in short-term disruption at the most, but has little impact on the
form.44 Therefore, to stress the clandestine form, a significant number of simultaneous
interdictions are required, with the number depending on the size of the organization.
The weaknesses of the clandestine form largely center around emergency
contact procedures. Emergency contact procedures are used when communications are
down or when individuals have been removed from the network and the organization
attempts to reorganize.45 When this happens, it is likely two individuals that do not know
each other may have to execute emergency communication plans.46 Anytime the
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clandestine members have to use emergency contact procedures, there is an increased
likelihood of detection. Also, given that clandestine organizations are complex human
systems, any individuals that fail to use tradecraft correctly, increase the risk of
detection for themselves, as well as anyone they are associated with based on those
mistakes.
Countering Insurgent and Terrorist Organizations
The nation states generally practice, one of two schools of counterinsurgency
and counterterrorism theories— population centric and enemy centric. For this theory,
the use of population and enemy-centric will be applied to both counterinsurgency and
counterterrorism for simplicity.
First, population-centric theories place a premium on isolating and protecting the
population from insurgent and terrorist organizations. Destruction of the enemy is the
secondary objective. Due to the protracted nature of population-centric theories, and the
lack of focus on enemy formations, this theory type does not address ambiguity or
protractedness.47 Population-centric theories and theorists are best described by
General David Petraeus’ famous line, “You [can’t] kill or capture your way out of an
industrial-strength insurgency.”48 Despite the popularity of population-centric theories
since the events of September 11, 2001, there are few historical examples of
population-centric theories resulting in lasting success.49
Those that did succeed, such as the often used example of the British efforts in
Malaya, were successful because the efforts isolated not only the insurgents and
terrorist organizations from the population, but also from external support, as isolating
internal to the organizations—isolating the core irreconcilable from the reconcilables
willing to put down arms and/or work with the government.50 This study refers to this
11

successful isolation model as the “three isolations,” which effectively reduced the
insurgent and terrorist organization to a manageable size. Then the nation states can
pursue and destroyed through death or capture of the remaining irreconcilables. Thus,
the truly successful population-centric theories that understand the importance of
establishing the three isolations, are ultimately focused on the destruction of the enemy
as the end state.
Enemy-centric theories on the other hand expend little to no effort protecting or
isolating the population, and instead focus on targeting the armed elements, leaders,
facilitators, or other key members of the insurgent or terrorist organizations in an
attempt to achieve a disruption, disaggregation, minimalization, or attrition.51 For the
West, enemy-centric theories have focused on precision strikes using either manned or
unmanned aerial platforms, or special operations forces to conduct strikes against
individual insurgent and terrorist organizational leaders and facilitators. The focus on
individual targeting individuals, known as either high-value individuals (HVI) or highvalue target (HVT), is time and resource intensive based on legal requirements to
increase confidence in target identification and minimize collateral damage and civilian
deaths. What has emerged is less theory, than a targeting methodology, known as the
“find, fix, finish, exploit, analyze, and disseminate (F3EAD) process.”52 F3EAD is
individual centric—focused on the HVIs or HVTs in series—and result in tactical actions,
that do not effectively add up to a larger theory or strategy.53
As a result of the individual-focused interdiction efforts, the clandestine
organizational form is not challenged; the removal of individuals is disruptive, not
decisive.54 This is especially problematic with stand-off precision strikes, where
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individual interdictions occur over extended periods of time, with no isolation, allowing
the clandestine organization to easily replace losses over time, resulting in no long-term
impacts on the clandestine organization.55 In other cases, such as special operations
efforts that apply the F3EAD process rapidly to increase the tempo of strikes against
individuals, in an effort to overcome the strengths of the clandestine form, more
disruptive effects were achieved, but were also not decisive. In addition, ambiguity is
challenged only individually, but ultimately is not on a great enough scale to deny
protractedness. While the special operations forces at times have successfully
increased the rate of interdiction, they lacked the correct scale or correlation of forces
due to their limited numbers to gain a decisive advantage against an organization
consisting of tens of thousands of clandestine members.56
Based on the above, overcoming the form and function of clandestine
organizations provides an opportunity to deny ambiguity and protractedness. For the
nation states, neither the population-centric or enemy-centric methods deny ambiguity
and protractedness to any large extent, and neither has achieved consistent lasting and
decisive outcomes.57 Additionally, both schools of thought assume the enemy will
remain ambiguous and the conflict will be protracted, and thus play to the strengths of
the insurgent and terrorist organizations by never seeking to deny either. Instead, the
nation states cede the initiative to the insurgent and terrorist organizations and allow
them to thrive in ambiguity and protractedness.58 Based on the above problem frame,
any decisive military theory applied by the nation state against clandestine insurgent
and terrorist organizations has to overcome both of these characteristics.59
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Hypothesis
Based on the problem frame, insurgent and terrorist organizations effectively use
ambiguity and protractedness to their advantage, but there are inherent organizational
form and function weaknesses that can be leveraged by the nation states to achieve
exposure and rapid defeat. For the nation states, population and enemy-centric
counterinsurgency and counterterrorism theories fail because they do not overcome
ambiguity and protractedness.60 Any decisive military theory has to overcome both of
these characteristics.61
Theory
Based on the above problem framing, the Simultaneous Attack/Persistent Pursuit
(SAPP) theory posits a nation state, or nation states in partnership, can rapidly and
decisively expose and destroy national, transnational, and/or global clandestine
insurgent and terrorist organizations by denying ambiguity and protractedness.62 This is
achieved through the strategic maneuver of large-scale military and law enforcement
forces at the tactical, operational, and/or strategic levels to simultaneously attack all
known or suspected elements across the breadth and depth of the clandestine
organizations.63 The simultaneous attack causes immediate and substantial dislocation,
resulting in emergence or exposure of the clandestine members of the organization as
they react to this initial shock to the system.64 The effort shifts immediately to persistent
pursuit to destroy the initial and subsequent emerging elements, as more members of
the clandestine organization react and emerge due to detectable mistakes or signatures
leading to their interdiction. Persistent pursuit continues to maintain pressure on the
organization until it disintegrates, exposing the remaining clandestine members, and
allowing for the entire organization to be destroyed.
14

Assumptions and Premises
The SAPP theory is based on a series of assumptions and premises in order to
deny ambiguity and protractedness. Five primary areas are addressed: nuances of
destruction, emergence and complexity theory, shared understanding, legitimacy and
legality, and scale of effort.
Nuances of Destruction
For this theory, destroying is equivalent to killing or capturing all members of the
clandestine insurgent or terrorist organization. Clearly killing or capturing all members of
the organization sets the bar very high. The scale of the kill and capture efforts over a
short period of time for the SAPP theory, may be misconstrued as wonton killing,
excessive collateral damage, and mass arrests. However, to achieve destruction while
simultaneously minimizing legal, moral, and ethical issues related to theories of just war
or the just conduct of warfare, and other domestic and international laws, this theory
places a premium on the military and police forces’ legitimate use of power to capture
and detain as the primary goal.65 In this theory, military and police forces use force only
when required, and they do so through the disciplined, legal, and legitimate use of force
based on rules of engagement or escalation of force. In some cases, specifically in
denied areas where ground force options may not be feasible, stand-off precision
strikes are used, but are also bound by the same ethical use of force standards.66 Thus,
capture vice killing is the desired goal, and when killing is required, it is done in a
disciplined, legal, and legitimate way. Capture vice killing is the desired outcome not
only to minimize legal gray areas, but because capture provides an opportunity to gain
additional information from the detainee to fuel the persistent pursuit operations.
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At the lower end of the application of force scale, for example, police-like tactics
can be used such as soft-knocks, call-outs, cordon and knocks, or cordon and
searches.67 The next level of escalation is the use of direct action raids by special
operations to provide the opportunity for an outcome other than killing. Special
operations forces are capable of gaining tactical surprise and control, and the precision
use of force to minimize collateral damage.68 If the risks of on-ground interaction are too
high to be acceptable for the decision makers, then precision stand-off strikes are used,
with the clear understanding that collateral damage is much tougher to control and the
ability to develop the situation from a distance is significantly diminished.
In hostile areas where military forces are used in lieu of police forces, the
disciplined escalation of force is used to minimize negative perceptions. Force
escalation is based largely on the risk associated with the targeted location and/or
individual members of the clandestine organization, such as likelihood they will fight or
attempt escape, or detonate a suicide vest to avoid capture. The higher the risk, the
more likely the direct application of force is used to protect the nation states’ forces and
ensure tactical success.
Destruction is the only way for a nation state to win decisively against these
clandestinely-organized, violent groups seeking political change.69 The goal is to destroy
the violent elements, and force other non-violent supporters who share similar
ideologies and/or grievances to seek non-violent political means for change. Many
current theories to counter insurgent and terrorist organizations are hampered by their
inability to overcome the ideology or grievances surrounding the conflict. This military
theory overcomes the power of motivating factors like ideology and grievances through
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the application of overwhelming effort and military power against the threats’ means,
nullifying will. This is based on Carl von Clausewitz’s idea that, “[T]o overcome your
enemy you must match your effort against his power of resistance, which can be
expressed as the product of two inseparable factors…the total means at his disposal
and the strength of his will [emphasis in original].”70
Killing and capturing every member of the organization makes their will or
ideology irrelevant to the military problem.71 However, this military theory acknowledges
that while ideology and grievances are not military problems, the theory sets conditions
for the other elements of national power, of all the nation states involved, to find longterm, non-violent political solutions to these issues.72 If, at some point, other violent
groups emerge based on a similar ideology or grievances, the nation states simply
apply the theory to the new group—the earlier, the better—to once again force a nonviolent political solution.73
The idea of total destruction has largely been given up in both population and
enemy-centric camps in favor of what some theorists and practitioners view as more
“realistic” outcomes, such as disruption, disaggregation, isolation, minimization, and
even deterrence. Sir Robert Thompson, a British counterinsurgency theorist and
practitioner, focused on the population as well, but also recognized that destroying the
insurgent organization was a worthwhile goal, with a caveat—if it could be achieved.74
David Galula, a contemporary of Trinquier, also highlighted that the ultimate goal for the
nation states’ military and police forces is the destruction of insurgent forces.75 Galula
even went so far as to highlight the importance of simultaneous destruction stating, “like
the heads of the legendary hydra (sic), [the insurgent organizations] have the special
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ability to grow again if not all destroyed at the same time.”76 Yet his writing makes it
clear he was focused on the isolation of the population from the insurgents—what he
viewed as an achievable goal. In the end, regardless if the desired outcome is isolation
or destruction, success has never been assured and the Clausewitzian fog, friction, and
chance are always in play.77
Emergence and Complexity Theory
The concept of emergence is derived from complexity theory and describes “the
process whereby the assembly, breakdown, or restructuring of a system results in one
or more novel emergent properties [emphasis in the original].”78 For this theory, the
“novel emergent properties” are the signatures that are produced by the members of the
clandestine organization, an inherently complex adaptive system, as an attempt to
reorganize under pressure. Unlike other complex adaptive systems, reorganization for
clandestine organizations are bound by the desire to remain ambiguous to protract the
conflict—in other words, win by not losing.
Therefore, in this theory emergence favors the nation states, since members of
the clandestine organization are forced to decide whether or not to violate the
clandestine tradecraft rules to regain contact and reorganize, which is likely to result in a
detectable signature. Ideally, the SAPP theory forces the clandestine members to use
emergency communications procedures which significantly increases the individual
signature, as well as those they are contacting. Additionally, due to the SAPP theory,
the member attempting to reorganize via contact cannot be sure which members have
been killed, captured, or are on the run, thus increasing the potential for emergence of
one or both parties. These are the types of discernable mistakes or emergence that the
nation states’ intelligence apparatus is looking for to focus the persistent pursuit efforts.
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Persistent pursuit continues to pressure the clandestine members into making additional
mistakes in rapid succession.79
While the theory development model describes how emergence is used as the
conceptual underpinning of the SAPP theory, a second element of complexity must be
clearly explained because of the inherent assumptions and premises that it uses.
Critical to the theory is the idea that nation states can force beneficial adaptations of the
clandestine organizations, in other words emergence, through action. combining
complexity theory and the Clausewitzian concept of “using force to compel the enemy to
do your will.”80 While this theory acknowledges that complex adaptive systems cannot
be controlled per se, in this theory the nation states’ actions are intentionally designed
for force adaptations in order to cause detectable mistakes and miscalculations based
on two independent variables that serve as controls.81
The first independent variable is the rules of clandestine form and function for the
clandestine organization. They are common rules that all clandestine organizations
follow. When violated, the result includes increased structural fragility (violation of form)
and increased signature (violation of function), putting the organization at risk if detected
and interdicted.82 The second independent variable is the physical infrastructure used
by the clandestine organization since the known and suspected physical infrastructure
is generally static.83 As the nation state learns, it begins to identify known and suspected
physical infrastructure tied to known or suspected clandestine organizational members.
This catalog of locations becomes critical during the strategic maneuver, since they
offer a potential static location to check.
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Based on the clandestine tradecraft rules, generally an individual within the
clandestine organization should not return to a location that was interdicted by the
nation state for fear they may come back or have compromised the location in some
other way. Thus, as the nation state conducts actions, it denies physical options to the
members of the clandestine organization, which as the operations continue, should
force mistakes, especially when options run out.84 The clandestine member has two
options. First, they can develop new physical infrastructure options without the time or
space to use clandestine tradecraft fully to do so, increasing the risk of detection.
Second, they can violate the clandestine rules and return to formerly compromised
locations. Both are bad options.
Impacting the efficacy of the effort is the scale of the operations envisioned in this
theory to force the systems’ wide shock based on the nation states overmatching the
insurgent and terrorist organizations.85 Since this is a new theory, there are no historical
correlations of forces to draw from other than using baselines ratios, such as 10:1
security forces to clandestine members, from historical counterinsurgencies, which are
highly debatable.86 However, large scale operations have a quality of their own with
regards to perceptions and miscalculations of the clandestine members, which benefits
this theory’s overall effect. For example, during the maneuvers in support of the
simultaneous attack and the persistent pursuit, the members of the clandestine
organizations will have difficulty discerning the actual targets of the large-scale
movements at all levels—national, transnational, and global. Therefore, forces moving
within the vicinity of an unknown clandestine member who is not the actual target of the
operation, may force a detectable reaction. There is a high probability that early warning
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mechanisms will attempt to alert the clandestine members in the area of movement,
which are also detectable. All of these reactions are inadvertent, but beneficial to the
nation state resulting in a detectable signature, emergence, and the facilitation of
persistent pursuit.
Additionally, interdiction operations do not have to result in the direct interaction
between the military or police forces and members of the clandestine organization to be
successful. In fact, it is more likely that a majority of the known or suspected locations
will not be occupied by a member of the clandestine organization at the time of the
strike. Counterintuitively, this is fine. If the military or police force search suspected
physical infrastructure of the clandestine organization, such as a search of a suspected
safe house for example, then the location is compromised and the desired outcome is
achieved. The key is that the military and police forces may not know they picked a
portion of the infrastructure correctly, but the member of the clandestine organization
will not know that the site was picked on a guess or hunch. Regardless, the compromise
removes this location as a future option for the clandestine members who are following
the basic rules of clandestine tradecraft.
The nations states’ actions against known or suspected locations also place
doubts in the minds of the clandestine members as they try to determine how the
security forces detected the location in the first place. These doubts will lead the
clandestine member to ask uncomfortable questions, such as: Was the location
compromised because the member violated clandestine rules and was detected? Have
they been compromised due to interaction with other members of the clandestine
organization who themselves violated rules? Are there spies in the network or within the
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local population who provided the information to the government? What other evidence
do the security forces have or what did they find at the location or from questioning
people? Could the information garnered by the security forces help them find the
clandestine member? All of these questions will increase the doubts and cognitive
pressure on the individual member and lead to mistakes and miscalculations.87
Although this theory does not attempt to achieve the three isolations or physical
isolations mentioned in the population-centric theory discussion, the simultaneity and
persistent pursuit will likely lead to inadvertent cognitive as well as physical isolation. As
the security forces continue to search locations, the clandestine members will begin to
run out of physical infrastructure options, and will be physically and cognitively isolated,
and ideally exposed.88 This will increase if the population realizes the decisiveness of
the overall effort and supports the nation states by providing information. External
support could also be isolated if the external support networks are interdicted as well.
The clandestine members will also be more isolated and fearful of interaction within the
organization. This will make them more prone to making detectable mistakes as they
attempt to regain situational awareness or reorganize. 89
Legitimacy and Legality
Additionally, the nation states must ensure the legitimacy and legality of their
actions to minimize the inadvertent actions that may inspire others to join the insurgent
and terrorist movements. Gaining and maintaining legitimacy is key to the theory’s
success and is based on the theories of just war—reasons for war and just conduct of
war—as well as international and domestic laws.90 The goal is to use the least amount
of force to interact with the clandestine organization, yet force a reaction to drive
emergence, while protecting the population from collateral damage. The SAPP theory
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uses massed efforts, primarily acting among the population, but does so through
disciplined, legal, and legitimate application of force in order to gain and maintain the
initiative.
By using disciplined, legal, and legitimate force collateral damage is minimized
and legitimacy is retained by the nation states in the eyes of the population. If the nation
states execute the large-scale operations associated with the SAPP theory correctly,
the insurgent and terrorist organizations recruiting numbers will not increase. Thus, a
non-violent, non-escalatory interaction at the tactical level between security forces, the
population, and the members of the clandestine insurgent and terrorist organizations is
preferred. The optimum result for the nation states is the capture of known or suspected
members of the clandestine organization for further intelligence exploitation.
Nations states must consider three major legal issues in applying this theory. The
first relates to the conduct of operations within their own borders against members of
the clandestine organization via military and police forces. Due to the method of
operation, the nation states may not have the appropriate domestic legal grounds to
execute this theory against the clandestine organization because evidence of their
activities may reside only in intelligence reporting vice normal law enforcement
reporting. Additionally, use of military forces internally may be an issue for some
countries. The countries involved may need to develop legislative rules to execute this
theory, or use pre-existing special domestic laws such as court-issued warrants, as the
legal bounds for action.
The second consideration is the use of force outside the nation states’ borders in
support of another nation state or within the borders of hostile nations. The easier case
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is supporting another partner nation through diplomatic agreements. If a portion of an
insurgent or terrorist organization that is a threat to other nations resides within the
sovereign borders of a non-supportive or hostile nation state, then the nations states
involved in the theory execution may rely on Article 51 of the Charter of the United
Nations, which covers nation states’ rights to self-defense.91 In some cases, states may
execute covert operations in lieu of using international laws, but these may impact the
overall legitimacy of the effort.92
The final legal issue is with regard to detainees since this theory could involve
the detention of an entire clandestine insurgent or terrorist organization of many
thousands. Legal and legitimate detainee policies and detention facilities for long-term
detention are critical since the biggest risk to long-term success are a loss of legitimacy
due to poor or no detainee policies, and sub-standard detention facilities which violate
legal, ethical, and morale norms. Poor policies and mistreatment of detainees can lead
to a catastrophic loss of legitimacy which may result in the release of former insurgents
and terrorists who could carry on their armed struggle once released, upending the
entire effort. Nation states must have a viable detention policy, plan, and large-centers
in place prior to the conflict to ensure timely processing, humane treatment, and rapid
intelligence collection and fusion. Botching this effort could lead to strategic defeat as
nearly happened with Abu Ghraib scandal.93 Thus, indefinite detention or evidencebased sentencing guidelines will be required.94 Other programs such as deradicalization may also be required.
Shared Understanding
Nation state and partners are assumed to have the analytical capacity to process
“big data” related to this type of intense intelligence collection operation.95 This includes
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the ability to sense or detect anomalies or indicators including physical, cognitive, and
digital which are likely to be indicators of mistakes or emergence.96 As one analyst
notes, “The ability to scrutinize vast sums of data in search of specific attributes poses a
grave problem for those who would attempt to operate clandestinely, while blending into
the population.”97 Given the need to gather and analyze large amounts of information,
the organizations involved also must share the information in an agile enough way to
ensure a shared understanding of the entire force.98 This shared understanding
empowers leaders and subordinates to take disciplined initiative at all levels to gain and
maintain pressure.99 It also allows leaders to shift priorities and resources, deploy
reserves, and request additional support from higher as required, in a much more
dynamic and fluid way as their organizations continue to prosecute the pursuit.
Scale of Effort
This theory envisions the mobilization, movement, and strategic maneuver of
military and law enforcement forces on a scale that significantly overmatches the
insurgent and terrorist organizations at the level required by the nation states involved.
This theory masses the entire military and law enforcement capabilities against the
breadth and depth of the insurgent and terrorist organizations at the national,
transnational, and global levels. This effort requires significant effort by the nation
states, their elements of national power, but the operations change the dynamics of
time, from previous and current decades-long effort, to an effort measured in days and
weeks. The elements of national power support the effort by gaining critical basing,
overflight, sustainment, and partnership agreements to facilitate the entire multi-national
effort. Based on the theory and assumptions and presumptions, the theory’s hypothesis
can be tested.
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Hypothesis Testing
A process tracing methodology is used to test the SAPP theory based on the
Irving L. Janis and Leon Mann’s “conflict-theory model,” and Gary Klein’s “recognitionprimed decision making” model.100 The conflict-theory model describes decision making
under pressure when confronted with impending danger which matches well with the
pressures the SAPP theory applies to members of clandestine insurgent and terrorist
organizations.101 Former spy, Alexander Foote, who operated under similar pressures
that the members of the clandestine organization will feel under the execution of the
SAPP theory, validates the model, explaining,
The only excitement a spy is likely to have is his last, when he is finally run
to [ground]. An emotion similar to that experienced by the fox. We are
assured that the fox really likes to be hunted. I have been hunted; and
though the sensation is certainly acute; I can hardly describe it as pleasant
and as a fellow sufferer my sympathies are entirely with the fox.102
Although the model describes individual decision making, the repercussion for the entire
organization is clear when extrapolated hundreds or thousands of times. Therefore, the
desired forced emergence described by the SAPP theory development is clearly
achievable as the SAPP theory applies massive and continued shock to the clandestine
organization as a complex system.
The conflict-theory model also applies before, during, and after the initial shock.
From the time the members of the clandestine organization sense the deployment and
build-up of forces to execute the SAPP theory, the model can be applied. It is likely that
some emergence or exposure of clandestine members will happen as the early warning
networks begin to forewarn the members of the clandestine organization of the
impending operations. Instead of working against the nation states, these early warning
efforts, and potential efforts of clandestine members to prepare for a fight, flight, freeze,
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or communicate response, may lead to detectable signatures, and thus emergence,
which in turn helps the nation states orient.103 Based on the increased signature
detection prior to execution of the SAPP theory, the nation states gain an increased
understanding of the known and suspected elements of the clandestine organization,
increasing the potential targets for the initial simultaneous attack or to the pursuit
phases.
To begin the process trace, Janis and Mann explain the cognitive-theory model,
which matches up well with stress on individuals in a clandestine organization:
Over and above the direct effects of information overload, harassed
decision makers, realizing they are confronted with tasks too complicated
to manage, suffer a further decline in cognitive functioning as a result of
the anxiety generated by their awareness of the stressful situation.104
Janis and Mann further explain that there are two ways that emergency decisions differ
from daily decisions. First, there is a lot at stake, including “personal survival of the
decision maker and the people [they] value most.”105 Second, there is very little time to
make this life and death decision. These two combine to force cognitive stress on the
decision maker.106
Janis and Mann’s analysis “indicate[s] that when people receive warnings [or
sense impending threats], they ask themselves a number of vital questions, the answers
which determine their choice of action.”107 The questions are:
1. “Are the risks serious if I don’t take protective actions?”
2. “Are the risks serious if I do take the most available protective action?”
3. “Is it realistic to hope to find a better means of escape?”
4. “Is there sufficient time to search and debate [other options]?”108
Based on the four questions, “five coping patterns” of the individual emerge.109
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First, “vigilance” is shown when the individual is aware of the danger, but not
overwhelmed by the danger, characteristic of a well-trained or experienced clandestine
practitioner.110 They carefully weigh options or is executing a plan to overcome the
difficulty. It is the vigilant individual that the SAPP theory overwhelms due to the
collapsing nature of the organization and inability to overcome the massive shock to the
system.111
The second is the “unconflicted inertia,” which is characteristic of clandestine
members who lack experience or are over-confident. When they judge risk due to
impending threats they see the risk as minimal or ignore the warning all together.112 This
type of response indicates little or no training expected along the edge of the
organization where individual losses are easily replaced.
The third coping pattern is the “unconflicted change,” in which the individual
changes their actions based on a predetermined course of action with little thought to
making necessary adjustments.113 This individual will likely emerge due to poorly
thougth out courses of action, and may attempt fight or flight, thus increasing the
chance of detection exponentially.
Fourth is “defensive avoidance” in which the individual shows a lack of sensing of
the environment and impending doom, failing at the “vigilant search” for new courses of
action, selectively missing indicators of increasing risk, and/or “distortion of the meaning
of the warning.”114 Thus, they avoid decisions of any kind disregarding the warning. This
response characteristic helps the SAPP execution, since these individuals are likely to
get caught in the initial and follow up searches of known or suspected locations and can
potentially provide keen insights and intelligence to drive future operations.
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The final response characteristic is “hypervigilance,” described by Janus and
Mann as “panic. . . A person in this state experiences so much cognitive constriction
and preservation that [their] thought processes are disrupted.”115 These individuals have
an inherent flight response and see impending danger as so great that “the only
available escape routes will soon be closed.”116
The process trace of Janis and Mann’s model and characteristics of individuals
demonstrates that in all cases, the reactions to the SAPP theory execution will benefit
the nation states’ efforts. Even the vigilant individuals will at some point be stressed
when the SAPP theory begins to fracture the clandestine form and function protections.
Lastly, the SAPP theory was further scrutinized using Gary Klien’s “recognitionprimed decision (RPD) making” model in order to account for those that are not only
vigilant, but also extremely competent in their clandestine tradecraft and experienced
operating under the pressure of impending nation states’ operations.117 The SAPP
theory is fundamentally aimed at rooting out individuals that operate using the
recognition-primed decision making based on applying pressure on a scale that
overcomes previous experiences. There is potential that if an individual that has
observed or been detained in a SAPP theory execution he could have enough
experience to overcome fear, remain calm, and attempt to outwit the nation states, but
SAPP theory is such a shock that an individual may not be able to remain hidden for
very long given the interconnectedness of individuals.
Based on the process trace of both models, the hypothesis of the SAPP theory is
theoretically sound, and can deny ambiguity, and thus protractedness, by using the
system shock to force the emergence of members of the clandestine organization.
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While initially those individuals who are vigilant and experienced may not feel the
pressure as others, the compounding effects of continued pressure on a large scale will
erode both of these characteristics in a short period of time allowing for the destruction
of the clandestine organization.
From Theory to Practice
Translating theory to practice is difficult at best. Because this is a theory and not
a strategy, it is written in a unconstrained manner, which runs into reality during the
transition to strategy. The following is an effort to set conditions for the transition of
theory to strategy by applying strategic and operational art to frame the practical
application of the theory.
Because this theory is based heavily on seizing and retaining the initiative at all
levels—strategic, operational, and tactical—John Boyd’s Observe, Orient, Decide, and
Act (OODA) theory or loop will be used as the structure for the theory presentation.118
However, to bring Boyds’ OODA loop to the strategic level, military design methodology
is applied. The current four elements of Boyd’s OODA loop are instead characterized as
system frames, defined as a “perspective from which an amorphous, ill-defined
problematic situation can be made sense of and acted upon.”119 The process of
developing each frame is referred to as framing, and is defined as “a way of selecting,
organising (sic), interpreting, and making sense of a complex reality so as to provide
guideposts for knowing, analysing (sic), persuading, and acting.”120 The use of frames to
describe each OODA element finds its roots in military complex problem and solution
framing methods, known as military design methodology.121 Each frame is explained
below in broad terms with important points highlighted in more detail as required for
clarity. The use of frames also allows military strategic, operational, and tactical artists,
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theorists, and practitioners to readily adapt and transition the theory to reality. They can
use the design frames below as a starting point to apply military design methodology
and develop strategies, campaigns, and operations to destroy real-world insurgent and
terrorist organizations.
The observe frame is similar to the environmental frame in military design.122
This frame develops a system of deep and shared understanding of the entire
environment surrounding a problem, as it pertains to the desired end state, which could
be a political-military end state. In this case, the destruction of the clandestine insurgent
and terrorist organization is a desired military end state and a political objective. The
end state helps to guide the development of the observe frame. This frame includes all
of the relevant actors—friends, adversaries, and neutrals—and their relationships and
propensities from the perspective of the nation states involved. Additionally, it includes
elements of culture, history, geography, political systems, and laws, and how they
impact the framework in its current state. Within the observe frame, the goal is to gain a
deep and shared understanding of the entire environment. This allows a nuanced
understanding of the entire environment in which the targeted insurgent and terrorist
organization operates to identify potential relationships, propensities, opportunities, or
risks, that would not be seen otherwise if it was not for the wide research and learning
aperture.123
The friendly nation state or states incorporate themselves, their national power,
capabilities, authorities, and policies, power, and knowledge of themselves into the
frame to increase the overall shared knowledge of the observe frame. This allows the
other elements of national power to understand information that is vague or missing and
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ensure there are linkages to national policies and laws and the interagency and
intergovernmental limitations which in total paints a much grander picture for all
involved. Furthermore, they can use the observe frame to understand potential shaping
efforts each element of nation power needs to accomplish to set conditions or increase
options for future operations. For example, these include access, overflight, basing, and
partnerships. The information and learning aperture is opened wide to see the entire
environmental in total.
The observe frame is developed based on the emergence of a new insurgent or
terrorist organization or a known insurgent or terrorist organization now presenting a
national security threat to the nation state where it may not have before. This frame is
also used to scan a wide range of insurgent and terrorist organizations, setting
conditions for the rapid transition to an orient frame based on specific threat indicators
or desire for action by the nation state's leaders. The key to observing is strategic
patience in order to learn and orient on the actual problem better.
The orient frame is analogous to the military design problem frame.124 In this
case, the orient frame extracts the key elements related to the problem and potential
solutions from the observation frame. For this theory, the orient frame is focused on the
problem of an insurgent and terrorist organization as a refinement of the larger lens of
the observe frame. This refinement then allows a detailed study of the key elements
related to the specific problem. For this theory, the orient frame is largely focused on
three elements for simplicity: detailed understanding of the insurgent and terrorist
organizations of interest; detailed understanding of other friendly, neutral, or hostile
actors that may impact the efforts to destroy the insurgent and terrorist organizations;
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and a detailed understanding of the friendly nation state or states participating in the
effort.
The orient frame first develops the detailed systems diagram of all elements of
the insurgent and terrorist organization, known and suspected, to visualize the problem
as it relates to the desired end state. This frame visualizes the known and suspected
human networks and physical infrastructure as a structural framework for systems
analysis. The human networks are visualized using social network systems diagram
showing the relationship between individuals in the clandestine organization. The focus
in this frame is to determine the known and suspected members of the organization,
their relationships, and tangible items that might lead to their detection and
identification, like their appearance, movement patterns, addresses, phone numbers,
and vehicle descriptions.125 Physical infrastructure is also templated and aligned to the
human networks to build patterns of life and associations.126 The human and physical
infrastructure together make up the organization upon which the nation states’
intelligence apparatus will focus on throughout the execution of this theory. The reason
they both matter is because people move, infrastructure does not. Individuals of interest
use infrastructure to facilitate their clandestine activities, and regardless of how good
their clandestine tradecraft, they will set patterns that are likely discernable to some
degree.127 The two together help to paint a picture of the breadth and depth of the
organization, and will guide the decide frame.
The second part of the orient frame is the detailed understanding of the
relationships, opportunities, and risk related to friendly, neutral, and hostile actors.
Friendly elements include nations, non-state actors, or proxies not currently partners for
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the theory execution, but potentially critical to enabling or executing portions of the
theory. For example, a nation could provide basing, overflight, and deny entry into their
country by members of the insurgent or terrorist organizations that attempt to escape
during theory execution. Friendly non-state actors and proxies could play roles in denied
areas of hostile or neutral countries, to include intelligence collection, paramilitary,
and/or covert operations against the insurgent and terrorist organization, where direct
nation-state military action cannot be used.128 Hostile nation states are identified which
may take advantage of vulnerabilities of nation states involved in the theory execution
and thus, need to be deterred and dissuaded. Oppositely, this frame might identify
common purpose with hostile and neutral states who face related threats, and are
willing to participate overtly or covertly in the execution of the theory to increase the
scale of the correlation of forces.
Lastly, the orient frame aims to fully understand capabilities, limitations, and risk
associated with all of the elements of national power fully committed to participating in
the theory execution. The orient frame is the combination of a deep understanding of
the known and suspected human and physical infrastructure of the insurgent and
terrorist organizations, the total capabilities available to the nation states, and any risk
associated with other hostile actors that could impact the execution of the theory.
Throughout this frame, the information and learning apertures are narrower,
concentrated on the refined portions of the orient frame. Together, this provides a menu
of options for the leaders to choose from to achieve the goal of the destruction of the
threat organization, which translate into solutions for theory execution in the decide
frame.
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The decide frame is analogous to the military design solution or approach
frame.129 In this case, the decide frame extracts options to achieve the desired end state
from the orient frame. Strategic and operational art is then used to pick and choose
among the options to solve the problem. For example, the decide frame determines
options for the breadth and depth of operations. Large-scale options include a global
non-state actors’ organization, plus regional affiliates, plus national level insurgencies
and terrorist groups. Small-scale options may be confined to a geographic space—
transnational or even national, or potentially confined to a single group, even though
other groups are operating in the same areas concurrently. The options are organized
as an approach or a series of approaches to achieve the desired end in various ways,
based on the means available, all bounded by the risks associated with each approach.
In the decide frame, if an overarching strategy is being developed to synchronize
global, transnational, and national efforts, then the solution or approach is articulated as
“ways” of a strategy formulation normally as the combination of ends, ways, and
means.130 For strategy, the elements of national power as the means, are pulled from
the orient frame, linking operational level actions to policy objectives. For operational
level campaigns or tactical level operations, the “ways” are organized as lines of effort
or lines of operations.
The “means” consist of combined joint and partner military forces, law
enforcement forces, and potentially irregular capabilities such as proxies and surrogates
in denied areas. The “means” are organized in time and space, along the lines of effort
or operations, linking tactical actions to strategic ends. The strategic and operational
approaches are fully war gamed and analyzed to ensure they are feasible, suitable, and
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acceptable, and risks associated with each are clearly articulated. The nation states’
political and military decision makers then choose one of the approaches for execution.
Through diplomatic negotiations the nation states involved agree on roles and
responsibilities of each nation to include command structure, geographic
responsibilities, leads for diplomatic and military efforts in the specific regions,
intelligence sharing agreements, and sustainment structures.
With the decision, the decide frame transitions from planning to preparation or
shaping actions to set conditions for execution of the theory per the act frame.
Preparatory actions are taken to set conditions for the act frame. Throughout the
preparations, the nation states continue to observe and refine the orient frame
specifically to gain a greater understanding the threat organization, identify emerging
opportunities and risks associated with other actors in the frame, and to understand how
the shaping efforts are impacting the environment and the threat. The other elements of
national power are used to set conditions for rapid transition to the execution of the
theory.
Diplomatic efforts focus on solidifying partnerships, basing, overflight, and
political support for the action, potentially to include United Nations resolutions to
ensure the execution is bound by legitimate legal, moral, and international norms.
Additionally, diplomatic efforts, supported by the military, work with all of the other
nation states to develop search and arrest warrants for the legitimacy of the operations.
Domestically, the nation states involved ensure they have the appropriate
domestic and legislative support to execute the theory. Information efforts focus on
legitimizing future action, and preparing the impacted populations for the execution of
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this theory, which will shock not only the threat organizations, but likely the international
and domestic communities in its large scale and high tempo. Information efforts also set
conditions to disrupt the threat information capabilities upon execution of the theory.
Economic elements of national power are used to support the overall operation, such as
funding efforts to gain basing and overflight agreements, gaining and maintaining
support of key partners and allies through burden sharing. Lastly, elements of national
power are also used to deter and dissuade any hostile nations that may seek to exploit
opportunities while the nation state is executing the theory. Once all of the preexecution conditions are met, the effort transitions to execution or act frame.
Military efforts will focus on movements of capabilities to staging areas,
deception efforts to mask the movements and build up, rehearsals, and linking up
advisors and liaison officers with partners and allies to ensure unity of effort. Linkages
between law enforcement elements and the military are established to ensure seamless
integration. Covert paramilitary operations and other special operations commence in
denied areas to ensure the irregular capabilities are prepared and set for execution.
Intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance are focused on ensuring shared
understanding of the threat by all forces by geographic region, especially across
artificial seams and boundaries between major commands and partners. Interoperability
issues, especially related to intelligence sharing and fusion, are addressed prior to
execution. Global, operational, and tactical responsibilities are assigned by geographic
area.
The act frame is the execution of the design or plan, thus there is no equivalent
frame in military design methodology. However, leading up to and throughout execution,
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the observe, orient, and decide frames are continually updated, specifically as new
known or suspected individuals or locations are identified for both the initial
simultaneous attack and throughout the persistent pursuit phases. As this happens the
updates to the enemy picture impact the decide frame driving further decisions on the
application of military power and law enforcement against emerging elements of the
insurgent and terrorist organizations. It also informs the decision of strategic and
operational-level leaders as they decide when and where to use strategic and
operational reserve or pursuit forces, or to use other elements of national power to
continue to shape the environment.
The act frame begins once the final strategic movements to position key
capabilities are complete. The strategic capabilities include all intelligence, surveillance,
and reconnaissance assets to observe for emergence, as well as strategic strike
platforms, national mission forces, global response forces, and covert paramilitary
forces to support the execution. Strategic, operational, and tactical level pursuit and
quick reaction forces or reserves are established with critical enablers.
Based on the decision of the overall forces commander, the force will execute the
strategic maneuver to simultaneously attack all known and suspected members of the
organization and locations globally, transnationally, and/or nationally. The forces at
each level action their assigned targets per any cultural constraints, such as the
requirement for some targets to be serviced by local law enforcement officers, and
develop the situations to include interdiction of local follow on targets as they are
identified. All intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance assets are focused on
detecting emergence, not supporting operational or tactical-level actions. Operational
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and tactical level elements use surprise and agility to seize and maintain the initiative
and gain local superiority over the intended target.
In some cases, where the insurgent or terrorist organization is overtly organized
and in a war of movement phase, holding or threatening terrain, appropriately scaled
punitive or spoiling attacks are executed using larger conventional forces to disrupt,
defeat, or destroy these elements during the execution of the simultaneous attack to
further unbalance the insurgent and terrorist organizations. Additionally, these attacks
destroy as much of the overt force as possible, and forces the remaining members back
into earlier protracted war phasing. This sets conditions for emergence and destruction
of the remaining members. The punitive or spoiling forces need agile mobility, and likely
include airborne, air mobile, or even heavier forces, depending on the conventional
capabilities of the insurgent and terrorist armies. Due to the limited nature of these
operations, there would be no heavy force build-up unless required to secure lodgments
and protect lines of communications in support of the short-duration strikes in hostile
countries. It is conceivable that punitive or spoiling operations executed simultaneously
with this theory will cause further dislocation and disintegration across both the overt
and clandestine elements. It is unlikely the overt elements can survive long without the
clandestine elements providing key provisions, intelligence, and leadership.131
The simultaneous attack across the breadth and depth of the insurgent and
terrorist organizations against the known and suspected members and locations will
cause an immediate and massive system shock, resulting in dislocation or emergence
of hidden members. Immediately following the SAPP execution, the force begins
gaining and maintaining the initiative and pressure to force the continued emergence of
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the insurgent and terrorist organizations’ members. As momentum increases, the
clandestine organization is unable to adapt and reorganize fast enough while remaining
hidden effectively. Members of the clandestine organization try to regain situational
awareness and reestablish connections, but are unable due to the massed interdiction
of members throughout the organization.
Due to the pressure on each of them, minor mistakes in their clandestine
tradecraft compound and begin to expose individuals and their links to others allowing
further interdiction. As this continues, the organization begins to disintegrate, exposing
the remaining members, which are killed or captured through persistent pursuit.
Throughout this effort, intelligence and experience gained through action are
shared rapidly and broadly to ensure shared understanding, and to allow rapid
exploitation of events through continued execution of disciplined initiative. As strategic
and operational targets emerge, or if an operational force is culminating, the
commander decides when and where to employ strategic and operational pursuit forces
and reserve forces. Audacious action driven by disciplined initiative and agility of the
force allow persistent pursuit to force the emergence of all members of the organization
ultimately. The added benefit of this large-scale pressure is the likely negative impact on
the insurgent and terrorist organizations’ information operations, which benefits the
nation states.
Once the destruction is complete, the force will consolidate gains and work with
host nations to set conditions for redeployment. The force may be redeployed
piecemeal depending on local and regional successes, or if the pursuit phase
transitioned into a discrete operation. In this case, the theory has been successful, but
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the pursuit is only after a few individuals, who are literally on the run. A more discrete
force, such as special operations and national-level law enforcement now lead efforts to
track down and kill or capture these fleeing individuals. It is critical that sufficient forces
are applied to the remaining insurgent and terrorist elements to maintain constant
pressure until they make fatal mistakes and are destroyed.
Lastly, during this process, there may be times when a threat to the nation or
deployed forces may require minor actions prior to the simultaneous attack to disrupt or
defeat a threat as a preemptive measure. Additionally, some actions may be taken
against portions of the insurgent and terrorist organizations as part of the deception
plan. Care must be taken that these actions do not negatively impact the orient frame,
such as loss of fidelity on the known or suspected locations due to adaptations by the
insurgent or terrorist organizations. These are called distractions and distensions, and
will be described in more detail in the definitions section.
The OODA frameworks is not an orderly process in the sense that frames are
non-sequential at times. Throughout the application of OODA, changes to the
environment, threat, and friendly efforts may cause a refinement of the frames to occur
with any one or more of the frames. Additionally, because each frame is representative
of a complex adaptive system, the system is always adapting and changing, thus the
frames must adapt and be refined based on learning through action in the system. What
may have started as social network analysis in the observe frame is now is dynamic
network analysis due to the rapidity of the operations driving constant change and
adaptation within the insurgent and terrorist organization as members are removed and
the remaining members decide how to respond.132
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Once the act frame is in motion, the observe, orient, and decide frames are
simultaneously used to assess progress and identify new risks and opportunities. The
observing, orienting, deciding, and acting becomes so intertwined that the nation states
can rapidly understand, adapt, and execute efforts as emergence takes place until all of
the members of the insurgent and terrorist organization are killed or captured.
The above can be described as the global application of the theory, but the same
concept can be applied regionally or nationally, all dependent on the insurgent and
terrorist organization’s breadth and depth, and the capabilities of the countries involved.
Conclusion
The above theory development model provided the framework upon which this
theory of war could be presented. As described and analyzed, the theory provides the
nation states a way of overcoming ambiguity and protractedness, the two key elements
of insurgent and terrorists’ strategies, and decisively achieves the destruction of the
clandestine insurgent and terrorist organizations.133 As Steven Metz notes, “there are
two broad approaches to war. The ‘scalpel’ uses armed force in conjunction with other
elements of national power to convince an opponent to accept an outcome which it
does not want. The [other is the] ‘cudgel’ [and uses armed force to] simply impose
…one’s will on an enemy.”134 This theory is the “cudgel;” as a counterpoise to the
“scalpel” theories of precision strikes. It imparts the nation states’ will through military
power en masse onto the insurgent and terrorist organizations simultaneously in a
single strategic maneuver.
Based on complexity theory, this simultaneous massed attack by the nation
states, across the breadth and depth of the known and suspected members of the
clandestine organization, results the emergence of the once hidden members to
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detection and further interdiction. With the initiative seized by the nation states through
the initial attack and dislocation, the nation states continue to impose its will through
persistent pursuit, further exposing the clandestine organization through emergence,
until the remainder of the clandestine organization disintegrates and is ultimately
destroyed. The focus on the destruction of the enemy organization, a purely military
problem and solution, then allows the other elements of national power to address the
non-military root causes and issues, such as grievances and ideology.
This theory allows the nation states to finally adapt to the wars which have long
favored the asymmetry of the insurgents and terrorists. This adaptation allows nation
states to now win decisively by denying the insurgent and terrorist organizations’ use of
ambiguity and protractedness. This in turn denies the insurgent and terrorist
movement’s ultimate logic of “winning by not losing.” The theory capitalizes on the
inherent weaknesses of clandestine organization form and function to achieve the
decisive outcome.135 This is the only theory that counters both ambiguity and
protractedness, and overcomes the dangers of these long-term efforts, and instead wins
decisively by denying ambiguity and protractedness. This theory realizes Roger
Trinquier’s master concept for modern war as he advocated in 1961. What was
described above is a theory of war for a nation state, or nation states in partnership, to
rapidly and decisively destroy national, transnational, and global insurgent and terrorist
organizations.
The ultimate question remains—will the theory work? The answer is entirely
dependent on the nation states involved and the scale, breadth, and depth of the threat
insurgent and terrorist organizations. The theory is viable if the nation state or states: 1)
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can gain a sufficient intelligence picture of the clandestine network of known or
suspected locations to cause emergence if attacked; 2) have the capabilities and
capacities to conduct strategic maneuvers to execute SAPP either nationally,
transnationally, and/or globally; 3) are able to organize the appropriately sized force—
military and law enforcement—at such a scale to achieve overmatch against the
insurgent ant terrorist organizations at all levels; 4) ensure a shared understanding of
the threat’s organization and reaction throughout the forces involved; 5) can organize in
a way to ensure unity of command through large-scale command, control, and
synchronization; 6) are supported by the other elements of national power to set
conditions; and 7) will ultimately have the political will and international and domestic
support to execute SAPP.136 The reality is that the transition from theory to practice
depends on the strategy or campaigns developed to execute the theory.
Thus, the theory translated into strategy for execution is the ultimate test of
viability in execution. A theory is unconstrained, but a strategy is likely constrained in
either means or ways, which result in risk. The closer this theory can be applied to its
unconstrained nature through the application of strategic, operational, and tactical art,
the more likely it is to succeed as theorized. Given the military end state of destruction
of the clandestine insurgent and terrorist organizations, the ways and means of the
nation states are the ultimate arbiter of successful transition of theory to practice and
ultimately, to the viability of SAPP.
This theory is an audacious and innovative departure from current and past
theories for countering insurgent and terrorist organizations. It is a military theory but will
require the art of war to be applied by the “great captains” of the future. As Napoleon
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Bonaparte noted centuries ago, “In the art of war, lesser men are schemers who avoid
risk with mediocre results. The great captains of history see many ways of waging war;
they seek the path of genius and change the face of the world.”137
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